University of Florida Herbarium (FLAS)
Agreement for Non-commercial Use of Images

The University of Florida Herbarium, Florida Museum of Natural History grants the undersigned, herein referred to as the "recipient", permission to use the image(s) specified in the attached list or email for non-commercial publication, research and educational use as specified in this agreement.

- **Definitions.** Research is defined as use of the image for study, teaching, or comparative purposes. Publication is defined as use of the images in exhibits, in popular or scholarly publications (including brochures) and presentation on the Internet.

- **Citation of Images.** Image(s) of/from the collections of the UF Herbarium will be credited as "Image by [name of persons who took the image], courtesy of the University of Florida Herbarium (FLAS), Florida Museum of Natural History". The FLAS accession (catalog) number of the depicted specimen and the date the image was acquired may also be required in the citation, depending on the size and particular presentation of the image.

- **Rare Species Localities.** The recipient agrees not to provide exact localities of rare and endangered species. This may require the recipient to obscure label portions of specimen images. The University of Florida Herbarium will advise the recipient on these criteria.

- **Internet Posting.** If images are to be used on the Internet, the recipient agrees to obtain special permission to post those images and, if permission is granted, the recipient will provide the URL of the site where the images are posted. A URL link to the current specimen data on the Herbarium's Web site must also be provided with the posted image.

- **Publication Copy.** The recipient agrees to provide (gratis) to the University of Florida Herbarium one copy of all publications in which image(s) appear. This includes subsequent editions or additional language editions. If this is not feasible due to cost considerations, the Herbarium may waive this requirement, but the recipient must then provide the bibliographic citation and a copy of the portion of the publication with the image(s).

- **Terms of Contract.** No parties shall use the images created in any way, except in the manner described above, without explicit written permission of the University of Florida Herbarium, Florida Museum of Natural History.

- **Title of project:**

- **Brief summary of project:**

- **Publication Title:**

- **Images Will Appear In (title of book or presentation details):**

---

**Publisher**

**Expected Date**

I have read this image agreement and agree to adhere to these policies.

Accepted:

Recipient / Researcher (Signature)  Date

Recipient / Researcher (Printer or Typed)  Title

Accepted:

University of Florida Herbarium Representative (Signature)  Date

University of Florida Herbarium Representative (Printed or Typed)  Title
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